Environmental light and suprachiasmatic nucleus interact in the regulation of body temperature.
The mammalian biological clock, located in the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), is crucial for circadian rhythms in physiology and behavior. However, equivocal findings have been reported on its role in the circadian regulation of body temperature. The goal of the present studies was to investigate the interaction between the SCN and environmental light in the regulation of body temperature. All recordings were performed by telemetry in free moving male Wistar rats. Firstly, we demonstrated an endogenous circadian rhythm in body temperature independent of locomotor activity. This rhythm was abolished by stereotactic lesioning of the SCN. Secondly, we demonstrated a circadian phase-dependent suppressive effect of light ('negative masking') on body temperature. Light suppressed body temperature more at the end of the subjective night (circadian time [CT] 22) than in the middle (CT 6) and at the end (CT 10) of the subjective day. This circadian-phase dependent suppression was not demonstrated in SCN-lesioned animals. Surprisingly, after half a year of recovery from lesioning of the SCN, light regained its suppressing action on body temperature, resulting in a daily body temperature rhythm only under light-dark conditions. In contrast to body temperature, light could not substantially mimic a daytime inhibitory SCN-output in the regulation of heart rate and locomotor activity. The present results suggest that, after lesioning of the SCN as main relay station for the immediate body temperature-inhibition by light, secondary relay nuclei can fully take over this function of the SCN. These findings provide a possible explanation for the controversy in literature over the question whether the SCN is required for the diurnal rhythm in body temperature. Furthermore, they show that light may have an acute effect on behavior and physiology of the organism via the SCN, which extends beyond the generally acknowledged effect on melatonin secretion.